BITCOIN Reward Cards
The Ultimate Promotion for the Digital Age
Bitcoin, the revolutionary digital currency, has exploded onto the
scene. Generate buzz and interest by leveraging that excitement in
your next promotion with our new bitcoin product.

Two gift card
SHAPES Available
coin Circle Card

or

Standard Gift Card

Everybody’s Talking About It — Now You Can Be the
One Offering It
How It Works

Why Choose bitcoin cash?
• Be the first to offer this truly unique promotion, which is sure to
create a buzz.
• Associate your brand with this cutting edge-new trend and attract new customers and employees.

Users visit the website listed on the back of
your branded card.

They enter their reward code, email address and
bitcoin wallet address.

• Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are the hottest new thing —
with their market expanding by nearly 800 percent in 2017.
• Bitcoin is being talked about everywhere and continues to break
every record imaginable.

Recipients receive their bitcoin cash and can
use it right away.

TARGET AUDIENCE

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Since bitcoin is especially popular with millennials, it’s a perfect
product to target that market and is a great traffic builder for events,
job fairs, and tradeshows.

Thanks to bitcoin’s growing popularity, it can now be used at
many popular websites like Overstock, Zappos, Expedia, and
more, or it can also be converted back into U.S. dollars.

Pricing

(includes either the circle coin shape or standard gift card)

QUANTITY

500

1000

2500

5000

$1.00 Bitcoin Cash

$1.00

$0.97

$0.96

$0.95

$3.00 Bitcoin Cash

$2.81

$2.75

$2.74

$2.73

$5.00 Bitcoin Cash

$4.80

$4.73

$4.71

$4.69

$10.00 Bitcoin Cash

$9.96

$9.86

$9.80

$9.78

For orders over 5,000 cards or other denominations, inquire for a custom quote.

						

(e)

Cards expire 6 months from issue. Pricing includes 4/1 process printed plastic card and program management. Standard Card Specs (gift card size): 2 1/8” x 3 3/8”, 30 mil polyester laminate. Standard
Card Specs (circle coin shape): 3 1/2” x 3 1/2”, 30 mil polyester laminate. Setup Fee: No charge if art requirements are met. $63 (g) setup fee for orders under 500 pieces. Modified expiration dates
and custom shaped cards also available. Custom website landing page will be an additional charge. Production Time: 10 working days from proof approval. Rush service available upon request. FOB:
New Jersey. Prices may be higher for points programs and codes only campaigns. We reserve the right to adjust pricing based on the exact promotional application. We reserve the right to provide an
alternate reward of equal value.

